
New product proposal to further growth



● Largest food delivery platform in India

● 50 million + downloads on PlayStore 
(4.2 ⭑ rated)

● Current network

○ Presence in more than 500 cities 
○ 15 lakh + orders delivered daily
○ 2.1 lakh + delivery partners
○ 1.40 lakh + kitchens onboarded

● Growth

○ 7000 kitchens signing up each month
○ 50% y-o-y growth in total food orders

● Target: To have 100 million active 
customers ordering 15 times a month by 
2035

Swiggy Snapshot

Numbers as of 2020



"Swiggy's vision is to elevate the 
quality of life of urban consumers by 
offering unparalleled convenience” 

“Our [near term] mission is to change 
the way India eats apart from servicing 
the customer better than last year and 
widening the assortment to enable 
users to order on a higher frequency.” 

- Sriharsha Majety

Swiggy 
Vision & 
Mission

Offering 
Unparalleled 
Convenience

Increasing 
Order 

Frequency



Identifying 
Levers 

for 
Growth

High level 
revenue growth 

strategy

Average 
Order Value

Ordering 
Frequency

Number of 
Users

Total 
Revenue = x x

+
Group or party 

orders

Gift Orders

+

● This use case is well served by Swiggy and faces 
a formidable competitor, ‘ghar ka khaana’

● This use case is also well served by Swiggy and 
other food delivery players in the market

● This use case seems currently underserved and 
under-acknowledged by all players in the market 

Self 
consumption 

orders

Order 
for:

Self & 
Others

Revenue and ordering frequency are p.a

Self 

Others



Who all 
may be 

interested 
in gifting 
meals?

User personas

User Identity User Story

Anjali
27 years old
Professional worker
Bangalore

Samarth
38 years old
Manager, Consulting Firm
Bombay

ZS Affiliates
Large corporate
1000 employees
Gurgaon

Anjali is a PM at a large organisation and stays 
independently in Bangalore. Work takes up most 
of her time and she often misses her family & 
friends from hometown and college. She doesn’t 
get enough time to spend with them, except on 
special occasions, and enjoys an opportunity to 
interact with them.

Samarth manages a team of 12 at a 
multinational consulting firm. He is responsible 
for team motivation and often treats his team 
for encouragement. He gets an allowance 
from the company for such initiatives. Work 
takes up most of his time.

ZS is a large corporate office with a largely 
millennial workforce. They gift their 
employees something time to time and on 
occasions like Diwali and New Year to make 
them happy and show appreciation.



Why 
meals as 
gifts for 

friends & 
family?

Pain points 
solved by 

meals as gifts

Anjali wants to giver her friend Rahul a gift for his birthday

“It’s Rahul’s birthday and I want to get him a nice 
present to make him happy”

“And what if he doesn’t have any use of what I buy or 
what if he already has that product 

“But I don’t have a high budget and most of the things 
I can buy will be of inferior quality”

“I can buy him a meal! Almost everyone likes a good 
Pizza and lots of top quality places make Pizza for 

under Rs 500”

Good quality 
gifts are often 

expensive

Utility of gift to 
other person is 
often unknown

Good meals are 
inexpensive 
and always 

useful

Use 
case 1



Why 
companies 

will be 
interested 
in gifting 
meals?

Use cases for 
corporates

“We want to send a New Year’s dinner to all our 
employees” 

Remote 
working 

conditions 

Virtual dinners are 
possible via meal 

gifts

“I want to treat my team to a nice meal, they’ve done 
a great job to ship this project well”

“We can send a meal to everyone on our weekly call 
and have a virtual team dinner”

Festival gifts

Samarth wants to treat his team after a successful project

“But everyone is working from home and some of 
them have gone back to their hometowns”

“Most of them have gone to their hometown for the 
festival

Meals can make 
good festive gifts

Use 
case 2

Use 
case 3



What are 
the 

remaining 
challenges

? 

Gaps in current 
solutions that 
can be solved 

by Swiggy 

“I’ll get him a Pizza, that will 
definitely make him happy”

“But I don’t want to call and ask 
him for delivery location, it will 

feel awkward”
“I don’t even know when he will 
like to have it, he would already 

have made plans for today”

“I’ll order a meal for my 12 team 
members”

“But it is a task to collect 
addresses from everyone”

“And very time consuming to 
order a meal for everyone 

individually”

Swiggy has the addresses of its users and an extensive delivery network, 
we can create a system to solve these pain points 

Anjali wants to buy a Pizza for 
Rahul

Samarth wants to buy meals for 
his team

This is boring, time consuming 
logistical work

Sender doesn’t know when or 
where to send the meal

One to one gifting One to many gifting



Edge cases/concerns

Solution 1: 
Swiggy 
Prezzie

Potential feature 
to solve for pain 

points

Anjali’s (sender) journey via Swiggy Prezzie

Description
The gifter inputs amount and dish preferences in the system, the receiver can see a set of 
meals/dishes based on inputs from the gifter and chooses a meal from Swiggy Prezzie anytime 
within 2 weeks of receiving the present.

Chooses Swiggy 
Prezzie tab on the 

Swiggy App

 Enters inputs:
1.Rahul’s name

2.Rahul’s number
3.Gift amount

Adds preferences:
1.Cuisine/dish prefs
2.Restaurant prefs

3.Meal prefs

Adds a video 
message/ dig card 

for Rahul 

Adds amount 
to wallet and 

sends

Rahul’s (receiver) journey via Swiggy Prezzie

Gets notification of 
receiving a Swiggy 

Prezzie

 Opens the Prezzie 
tab and sees the 

video/dig card from 
Anjali

Chooses diet pref 
and sees 5 dishes 
based on his area 
and Anjali's inputs

Chooses any dish 
based on diet pref 

and orders anytime 
in 2 weeks

Receives the 
meal 

Pain points covered

Good quality 
gift in budget 

Receiver 
decides time of 

ordering

Receiver 
location not 

required 

Time/energy 
in choosing 
gift saved

Easy 
ordering for 
more people



Corporate’s sender journey

Edge cases/concerns

Anjali’s (sender) journey via Swiggy Meal CardSolution 2: 
Swiggy 

Meal Card

Potential feature 
to solve for pain 

points

Description
The gifter chooses a dish from those available to the receiver’s location and gifts a meal card of 
the chosen dish. The receiver can avail that dish anytime within 1 week of receiving.

Chooses Swiggy 
Meal Card tab on 
the Swiggy App 

 Enters inputs:
1.Rahul’s number

2.Location (manual 
with Swiggy reco)

She sees all the 
restaurants for that 
location & chooses 

a dish from them

Waits for acceptance 
from restaurant and 
pays for the dish

Adds a video 
message/ dig 
card for Rahul 

and sends

Rahul’s (receiver) journey via Swiggy Meal Card

Gets notification of 
receiving a Swiggy 

Meal Card

 Opens the Meal 
Card and sees the 

video/dig card from 
Anjali

Sees the dish 
gifted to him or 5 
similar dishes in 

case of unavailability

Orders the dish (or 
chooses a similar 

dish if unavailable) 
anytime in 1 week

Receives the 
meal 

Pain points covered

Good quality 
gift in budget 

Receiver 
decides time of 

ordering

Receiver 
location not 

required 

Easy 
ordering for 
more people



Anjali’s (sender) journey via Swiggy Meal Card
Solution 3: 

Swiggy 
Gift 

Voucher 

Potential feature 
to solve for pain 

points

Description
The gifter chooses a certain amount of a gift voucher which can directly be imbursed into the 
receiver’s Swiggy wallet.

Chooses Swiggy 
Voucher tab on the 

Swiggy App 

 Enters inputs:
1.Rahul’s number
2.Voucher amount

Adds a video 
message/ dig card 

for Rahul 

Pays the amount 
and the voucher is 

sent

Rahul’s (receiver) journey via Swiggy Meal Card

Pain points covered

Receiver 
decides time of 

ordering

Receiver 
location not 

required 

Easy 
ordering for 
more people

Edge cases/concerns

Gets notification of 
receiving a Swiggy 

Gift Voucher

 Opens the voucher 
and clicks accept

Sees the video/dig 
card from Anjali

The amount gets 
added to his Swiggy 

wallet 

Can use the 
amount 

whenever he 
orders next



Which idea 
works 

best for 
users and 
Swiggy?

Choosing the 
best solution

S. No. Feature Reach [R] Impact [I] Effort [E] Confidence [C] Score

1 Swiggy 
Prezzie

3 2.5 2 70% 3.2

Applicable to 
all users

High level of 
personalisation & 

convenience

High due to 
recommendation 

system

2
Swiggy 
Meal 
Card

3 3 3 50% 1.3

Applicable to 
all users

Highest level of 
personalisation & 

convenience

High due to reco 
system and 

location mapping

Users may 
have privacy 

concerns

3
Swiggy 

Gift 
Voucher

3 1 1 70% 2.1

Applicable to
 all users

Negligible 
personalisation, 

competitors have 
similar offerings

Less complex 
solution, fewer 
resources reqd

Prioritisation based on four criteria: Reach, Impact, Effort and Confidence

Reach: Breadth of impact measured by number of people affected
Impact: Extent of estimated improvement in pain points
Effort: Based on complexity of solution and resources required
Confidence: Captures accuracy level of scoring other parameters 

Scoring Methodology
(1 - low; 3 - high)

Score = (RxI/E) xC



User 
journey: 
Landing 

page

Changes to 
Swiggy Home 

Page

Current Home Page Proposed Home Page

Prezzie tab 
added 



User 
journey:  

One to one 
gifting

Sender’s user 
flow for 

gifting to 
friend/family

Anjali
27 years old
Professional worker
Bangalore

Sender:
Receiver name 

shown as added



User 
journey: 
One to 
many 
gifting

Sender’s user 
flow for 

corporate 
use case

Sender:

Samarth
38 years old
Manager, Consulting Firm
Bombay

Samarth 
clicks here



User 
journey: 

Receiving

Receiver’s user 
flow
(1/2)

Receiver:
Rahul
27 years old
Professional worker
Pune

Anjali’s old 
college friend 



User 
journey: 

Receiving

Receiver’s user 
flow
(2/2)



Success 
Metrics

Type Metrics

North Star Metric ● Change in quarterly order frequency of those who have 
gifted at least once

Adoption Tracking 
Metrics

● Number of meals gifted per month
● Share of monthly active users who have gifted at least 

once

Goal fulfilment tracking 
metrics

● Annual gifting frequency of those who have gifted at 
least once

● Overall monthly order frequency of active users
● Users onboarded because of Prezzies per year

Quality Tracking Metrics ● Average ratings of gifted meals
● Reviews of gifting experience by the card senders 

Counter Metrics ● Share of unused Prezzies annually
● Share of unsatisfactory ratings of gifted meals per 

annum 
● Poor reviews of gifted meals 
● Change in monthly order frequency of those who have 

received at least once



Risks & 
Concerns

1. Market may not be ready
● Concern: Meals as gifts are not common in the Indian market, consumers may not see 

this as the solution to the intended pain points (an inexpensive way to cheer a friend up)
● Mitigation measure: We may have to consider investing in marketing efforts to develop 

this market

2. Meal suggestions may be inadequate
● Concern: Given only a limited set of dishes are recommended in a Prezzie, users may 

not like any of the dishes given
● Mitigation measure: We can consider adding an option to refresh the suggested list of 

meals 

3. Concerns regarding future orders
● Concern: Consumers may have apprehensions about gifting future orders given the 

uncertainty of the future - for instance if a lockdown is anticipated
● Mitigation measure: We can create a provision to increase the time validity of Prezzie in 

case such an event occurs

4. Cannibalisation
● Concern: There may be some cannibalisation of self orders - Prezzies may replace some 

orders that would have been placed if no meal was gifted
● Mitigation measure: We can track the overall impact of cannibalisation and remove the 

Swiggy Prezzie feature in case it has negligible impact on overall ordering frequency



Thank you

By Simarpreet Singh Mamik



Appendix



Samarth’s (sender) journey via Swiggy Meal Card

(Cont.) 
Solution 2: 

Swiggy 
Meal Card

Corporate 
sender journey 

explained

Chooses Swiggy 
Meal Card tab on 
the Swiggy App 

Clicks on the option 
to ‘gift meals to 
multiple people’ 

Adds or uploads 
all receiver 
contacts

Gets a list of 
restaurants 
available at 

maximum locs

Chooses the 
dish and pays

Samarth
38 years old
Manager, Consulting Firm
Bombay



Edge 
Cases: 

Solution 1

Potential issues 
with Swiggy 

Prezzie

1. Receiver may not have Swiggy app
● Addressal: Text messages should prompt receiver to download app when a Swiggy 

Prezzie is gifted to them 

2. Receiver may lose their phone after the gifter has locked meal money for them
● Addressal: Gifter will have an option to unlock the locked amount after 2 weeks of gifting

3. There may be extraordinary events (like heavy rainfall) that prevent delivery at 
some times

● Addressal: In case such events occur close to the elapsed time of the ordering window 
(2 weeks), we can extend the duration of the window by a day

4. Low gift amount may be added
● Addressal: We can keep a minimum amount necessary for gifting a Prezzie

5. Receiver may forget to order dish after receiving the Prezzie
● Addressal: Receiver will be messaged everyday day 5 onwards to order their gift. 

Sender will be notified in case the gift is not ordered till day 12. In case the dish is not 
ordered at all, the money will be unlocked in the sender’s wallet.

6. Swiggy may not be servicing receiver location
● Addressal: Receiver confirms that they cannot access the meal and sender is 

reimbursed 



Edge 
Cases: 

Solution 2

Potential issues 
with Swiggy 
Meal Card 

1. Receiver may not have Swiggy app
● Addressal: Text messages prompt receiver to download app when they get a Prezzie

2. Restaurant may not be able to service a dish at a later time
● Addressal: Similar to now, restaurants would accept orders only if they think a dish will 

be available in the 1 week gifting horizon. Further, breach of contract terms need to be 
defined in case of unfulfillment post confirmation. 

3. There may be extraordinary events (like heavy rainfall) that prevent delivery
● Addressal: In case such events occur close to the elapsed time of the ordering window 

(1 week), we can extend the duration of the window by a day

4. Receiver may lose their phone after the gifter has ordered a meal for them 
● Addressal: The sender will have the option to change the phone number the meal is 

mapped to (till 1 week is over)

5. Receiver may forget to order dish after receiving meal card
● Addressal: Receiver will be messaged day 4 onwards to order their gift. Sender will be 

notified in case the gift is not ordered till day 6. 

6. Swiggy may not be servicing receiver location
● Addressal: Sender is informed before ordering if possible, in other cases receiver 

confirms that they cannot access the meal and sender is reimbursed 



1. Receiver may not have Swiggy app
● Addressal: Text messages should prompt receiver to download app when a Swiggy Gift 

Voucher is gifted to them 

2. Receiver may lose their phone after the gifter has locked meal money for them
● Addressal: The sender will have the option to change the phone number the gift card is 

mapped to (including one’s own), till it is used

3. Low gift amount may be added
● Addressal: We can keep a minimum amount necessary for gifting a Voucher

Edge 
Cases: 

Solution 3

Potential issues 
with Swiggy 
Gift Voucher 


